Selective excitation of circular helical modes in power-law index fibers is shown to have an impact on their capacity. This is analyzed using a model for propagation delay variation with launch offset and angle that resulted from misalignment of source and fiber axis. Results show promising technique to improve power law-index fibers capacities.
Introduction
It is a fact that when the bandwidth demand increased by the high bandwidth applications required from communication networks, the capacity of the already installed thousands of kilometers of multimode fibers (MMF) will be a bottleneck by Raddatz (1998 , Coleman (2006) , Gu (2006) and McInally (2002) . Despite availability of alternatives such as single mode fibers and ribbon link fibers analyzed by Hahn (1995) , the cost of replacing already installed infrastructure will be high shown by Amphawan (2010) . Legacy MMF with 62.5 μm core can have bandwidth as low as 160 MHz.km at 850 nm wavelength, and the observed bandwidth can be sensitive to launch angle and offset shown by Webster (1999) . If the launch condition makes perfect alignment between source and fiber axis, what is so called meridional modes will only be excited. Meridional modes are the propagation modes that follow a path cross the fiber axis. The axial mode, which is the lowest order mode, is the mode of propagation that travels along the longitudinal axis of the fiber. If there is misalignment in both angle and offset between the source and the fiber axis what is called helical modes of propagation will be excited. Helical modes are the type of modes that propagate in a helix shape inside the core of the fiber along the longitudinal direction that do not cross the fiber axis and bounded by the total internal reflection inside the core of the fiber by Murshid (2008) .
In particular, low angle, on-axis power excites a selection of low-order modes which can result in excessive and unstable pulse broadening relative to over filled launch conditions by Sargent (1998) . Since the bandwidth is sensitive to launch parameters, it is important to consider which groups of modes are being excited by laser sources. In this paper a computer model for propagation delay in graded index fibers was used to quantify the impact of selective excitation of circular helical modes only on link performance.
Computer Model
The model refers the coupling angle and offset from the center of the fiber to the order of helical path that the optical energy will follow, the equation of the circular helix is stated in Equation (1).
Where x and y are the transverse plane coardinates and z is the longitudinal direction of the fiber, A and 2πb are the radius and pitch of the helical mode that will be determined by the coupling (entrance) angle with the fiber core face, and the offset from the center of the fiber core. In graded index (GI) fibers power law profile, the common profile is the parabola shape of refractive index with the peak at the center of the fiber. Though the model general idea is valid for all power law profiles, the parabolic profile is considered here. It has been reported in literature such as Raddatz (Sep 1999) that during the manufacturing process of GI fibers there, a common defect that introduces a peak or dip in the value of refractive index at the center of the fiber is generated, which in turn reduces the capacity of the GI fibers when used with lasers at center launch in an underfilled launch regime. To avoid this defect, in this paper the entering rays will be offseted from the center by 10 µm. Without considering the defect at the center of the fiber the power-law index profile is described in Equation (2).
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Where n 1 is the refractive index of center of the core typical value for the glass is 1.5, ∆ is the change in the refractive index profile typically 0.01, r is the radial position, and a is the radius of the core which is 31.25 µm.
The coupling between the optical ray and fiber shall make an angle (θ) with the transverse plane of the fiber, to ensure no meridional modes nor elliptical helical modes are excited this angle shall make an entrance angle greater than the acceptance angle of the fiber (in this case it is 12 degrees) another condition is that the projection of the ray into the face of the fiber should be perpendicular to the radial vector from the center of the fiber to point of ray entrance to the core as shown in Figure 1 . This means θ shall vary from 10 to 78 degrees, the 10 degrees are chosen for the helix to be realistic enough to propagate in the longitudinal direction. Table 1 shows for each entrance angle, measured from the transverse plane of the face of the fiber to the ray, the corresponding helical mode order parameters for a certain offset of 10 µm. Figure 2 gives a bigger picture of the relationship between the launch offset from the center of the fiber, the angle of entrance and the helical mode path length (normalized to the longest one) which can be calculated from the resulting helix parameters. Figure 2 clearly shows that as the offset gets larger the path of the optical pulse increases and as the angle θ becomes larger the optical pulse path decreases. It is of interest to consider the experimentally generated short optical pulse by gain switching an 850 nm laser to produce a ~200 ps pulse shown in Figure 3 . as an input parameter to the model, the model then shall consider the arrival time of the mentioned pulse by calculating the required propagation time down the fiber normalized to the maximum time. The propagation time will be calculated based on the distance the pulse shall travel and the optical pulse group velocity which will defiantly be affected by the refractive index faced by the propagating mode. Usually, in some cases, the beam waist of the optical ray entering the fiber is around 4 µm by Tsekrekos (2004) . Using the same beam waist and considering the optical pulse that enters the fiber with an offset from 10 µm to 14 µm, 15-19 µm, 20-24 µm, and 25-29 µm offsets to avoid the defective area around the center of the fiber core. For each offset range the optical pulse is considered as a group of rays having the same θ angle (described before) with an increment of 0.1 µm. The distance traveled by each helical mode excited is calculated then the propagation time needed by each helical mode is calculated by dividing the distance traveled by the speed of the specific helical mode, which is the speed of light divided by the corresponding refractive index at the specified offset from Equation (1). This process is repeated for different θ angles of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 degrees. Note that after calculating the traveled distances by each helical mode for different offsets and angles, the distances have been normalized to their maximum value. For a specific angle θ, the optical pulse shown in Figure 3 . is then copied by each helical mode path and arrives at a reference distance at different arrival time. By adding these copies of arrived pulses at their corresponding arrival time, the result gives good approximation of the impulse response of the fiber when exciting only circular helical modes at the certain angle and offset with the mentioned beam waist. Figure 4 shows the result of the response of the 62.5/125 µm GI fiber when exciting only circular helical modes at θ = 10, 30, and 50 degrees tilt from the transverse plane of the fiber core perpendicular to the radial vector with offsets of 10-14 µm in Figure 4 Figure 5 shows the resulting FWHM of the response of the fiber with respect to θ angle considering offsets at 10-14 µm, 15-19 µm, 20-24 µm, and 25-29 µm. It is also clear from Figure 5 that for the same offset as the coupling angle increases the propagation delay difference increases because the helix pitch increases which in turn make the traveled distance difference more. Bandwidth of the fiber can be approximated from this result by assuming Gaussian response of the fiber shown in Figure 4 , which is a good approximation. If the fiber response is given by Equation (3), the resulting bandwidth will be the one given in Equation (4). To relate that to the FWHM of the response we use Equation (5). Using Equation (5) the resulting BW of the fiber by conditioning the launch to be at angle θ=10 degrees and an offset of 25-29 µm from the center of the fiber core is about 660 MHz.km. Comparing this results with the fiber BW when used with VCSEL with no launch conditioning, the presented launch scheme gives four times better bandwidth. By comparing the presented launch scheme with previous work that has been reported in the literature such as Raddatz (1998) , and Webster (1999) , it almost has the same bandwidth improvement, but with no additional expensive components such as single mode fiber patch cord to condition the launch.
Results and Discussion
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Conclusion
This paper reported a launch scheme to be used for launching light from an 850 nm laser that produces a 4 µm beam waist into 62.5/125 μm GI fiber. The scheme involves offset from the center of the fiber core and an angle with the transverse plane of the fiber that makes the projection of the ray into the face of the fiber perpendicular to the radial vector. The presented launch scheme has been shown to ensure excitation of only circular helical modes of the fiber. An improvement in the capacity of GI fibers when selectively excite few number of helical modes of propagation was demonstrated.
